The Mercury (Hg) content of dental-unit wastewater has become increasingly important to the dental profession and regulations limiting its release into the environment are becoming more pervasive. Hg is a toxic element that persists in the environment and bioaccumulates in the food chain. It remains among the top twenty hazardous substances listed on the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)/United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) priority list. Duel & Associates partnered with Veolia Environmental Services has your turnkey solution. Purchase separately or as a kit. Inquire with your representative for more details…

START HERE!

The Simple One
Chairside amalgam separator
This Amalgam separator has been ISO certified and is proven 99.6% efficient in clinical testing. The Simple One is also in the process of being tested by the ADA.

END HERE!

SUPPLY-125
5 GAL DENTAL WASTE RECYCLING KIT*
This United Nations tested and DOT approved 5 gal and ½ gal recycling kit is designed to hold 6 of The Simple One separator filters or 66 lbs of dental waste, including traps, lead and foil. Wet amalgam waste must be placed in the ½ gal pail. DOT LIMITS TOTAL MERCURY CONTENT TO 1LB OR LESS. Internal dimension on the ½ gal pail is 6.25” x 5” x 6.125”. The internal dimensions of the 5 gal pail is 11.97” x 10.44” x 13.19”. Price includes containers, instructions, generator certification form, prepaid return shipping, recycling and documentation. *Not available in Rhode Island or Maine. Some restrictions or additional shipping charges may occur in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

OR END HERE!

SUPPLY-234
11 GAL DENTAL WASTE RECYCLING KIT*
This United Nations tested and DOT approved 11.3 gal kit is designed for the shipment of 11 of The Simple One chairside dental amalgam separators. DOT LIMITS TOTAL MERCURY CONTENT TO 1LB OR LESS. Shipment of the RECYCLEPAK Dental Waste Kit using the enclosed return label with more than one pound of mercury is a violation of the US DOT hazardous materials regulations. The external dimensions of the 11.3 gal pail is 17.91” x 14.50”. Price includes container, liner, instructions, generator certification form, prepaid return shipping, recycling and documentation. *Not available in Rhode Island or Maine. Some restrictions or additional shipping charges may occur in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

Duel & Associates
The Simple One
Duel & Associates
1127 Magnolia
Mundelein, IL 60060
Phone: 847-609-1458
Email: rmg04sales@aol.com
www.chairsidefilter.com

Recycling Made Easy. Call:
1-847-609-1458

* Program designed for use in the USA only. Not available in Rhode Island or Maine. If you are located in these states please contact your representative for additional shipping methods. Additional shipping charges may apply in AK, HI, and Puerto Rico. Not for export.